Literature Related to Laboratory Animals

(mostly from Animal Behaviour --- a Schmidt Library journal)

**ANOLES, GECKOS and other LIZARDS**


Hews, D.K., Castellano, M., and Hara, E. 2004. Aggression in females is also lateralized: left-eye bias during aggressive courtship rejection in lizards. *Animal*


http://thunder.sonic.net/~melissk/anole.html

**HAMSTERS**


**MICE**

Alayn, S. and Jander, R. 1994. Short-range homing in the house mouse, Mus musculus:


http://www.rodentia.com/wmc/index.html


Ribeiro, A.S, Brenda A. Eales, Fred G. Biddle. 2011. Learning of paw preference in mice is strain dependent, gradual and based on short-term memory of previous

**RATS**


**OTHER RODENTS**


ZEBRA FINCHES


**OTHER BIRDS**

